Passport to the Future

**Passport to the future (Tearless Logic Model)**

I. What is the purpose of the coalition?

II. What needs is it addressing? How does it know what the needs are?

III. What are its goals and the anticipated outcomes of its work?
   
   a. What is the ultimate goal, or what would the coalition like to have achieved by a defined date?
   
   b. What immediate and intermediate changes does the coalition expect to bring about?
   
   c. What resources does the coalition need to achieve its goals?

IV. How will the coalition realize its aims?
   
   a. What is the coalition's current plan?
   
   b. What are its current and planned activities?
   
   c. How will its activities lead to its goals and expected outcomes?

V. How will the coalition evaluate its progress? What benchmarks will it apply?
   
   a. How will the coalition know when it has reached its goal? What will it look like?
   
   b. What will happen when the coalition reaches its goal?

* The Passport to the Future planning model has been adapted from material developed by the Self Help Network at Wichita State University.